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CHAIN KIT
Half-Ton Snowplows
INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS
3. Turn the vehicle ignition to the "OFF" position and
remove the key.

CAUTION
Read this document before installing the
chain kit.

4. Exit the vehicle.
5. Clear snow from the area around and beneath the
A-frame on either the driver's or passenger's side
of the snowplow.

CAUTION
Use standard methods and practices
when attaching snowplow and installing
accessories including proper personal
protective safety equipment.
The Chain Kit can hold the snowplow assembly in
a raised position to transport the blade to a service
location. See instructions and diagram below for
correct assembly.
1.

Raise the A-frame against the stacking stop by
driving into a snow pile. The blade will naturally
ride up the pile as you drive into the snow pile.

2. Stop the vehicle once the blade is raised. Shift the
vehicle transmission to "Park" and set the parking
brake to prevent the vehicle from moving.

6. Secure the A-frame to the stacking stop cross bar
using the chain with removable chain link. Wrap
the chain around the bottom of the A-frame tube
and over the top of the stacking stop cross bar.
Connect the chain together with the removable
chain link. Adjust the chain by selecting the best
combination of links to minimize the amount of
slack in the chain. The A-frame should be as close
as possible to the stacking stop cross bar.
7.

Tighten the nut on the removable chain link which
will secure the link to the chain.

8. Transport the snowplow to the service location.
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The company reserves the right under its product improvement policy to change construction or design details and furnish equipment when
so altered without reference to illustrations or specifications used. This equipment manufacturer or the vehicle manufacturer may require or
recommend optional equipment for snow removal. Do not exceed vehicle ratings with a snowplow. The company offers a limited warranty for
all snowplows and accessories. See separately printed page for this important information.
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